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Abstract
Purpose – In the past, with the development of the internet of things (IoT), this paper aims to consider fog
computing (FC) as an efficient accompaniment to the cloud to control the IoT’s information and relation
requirements. Wholly, FC is placed carefully around the IoT systems/sensors and develops cloud-based
computing, memory and networking devices. Fog shares many similarities with the cloud, but the only
difference between them is its location, in which fog devices are very close to end-users to process and respond
to the client in less time. On the other hand, this system is useful for real-time flowing programs, sensor
systems, and IoT that need high speed and reliable internet connectivity. However, there are many
applications such as remote healthcare and medical cyber-physical systems, where low latency is needed. To
reduce the latency of FC, the task scheduler plays a vital role. The task scheduling means to devote the task to
fog resources in an efficient way. Yet, according to the findings, in spite of the preference of task scheduling
techniques in the FC, there is not any review and research in this case. So, this paper offers systematic
literature research about the available task scheduling techniques. In addition, the advantages and
disadvantages associated with different task scheduling processes are considered, and the main challenges of
them are addressed to design a more efficient task scheduler in the future. Additionally, according to the seen
facts, future instructions are provided for these studies.

Design/methodology/approach – The paper complies with the methodological requirements of
systematic literature reviews (SLR). The present paper investigates the newest systems and studies their
practical techniques in detail. The applications of task scheduling mechanisms in FC have been categorized
into twomajor groups, including heuristic andmeta-heuristic.

Findings – Particularly, the replies to the project problem analyzed task scheduling are principal aim,
present problems, project terminologies, methods and approaches in the fog settings. The authors tried to
design his systematic discussion as precisely as possible. However, it might have still endured various
confidence risks.

Research limitations/implications – This study aimed to be comprehensive but there were some
limitations. First, the usage of affair scheduling in fog settings are contained in many places such as
editorial notes, academic publications, technical writings, Web pages and so on. The published papers in
national magazines were omitted. Also, the papers with the purpose of a special task scheduling issue,
which probably consider other subjects rather than affair planning issue are omitted. So, in the
competence of this study, this systematic analysis must be considered as the studies published in the
central international FC journals. Second, the given issues might not have considered the general task
scheduling area, which points to the possibility of describing more related questions that could be
described. Third, research and publication bias: five confident electronic databases were chosen based on
past study experiments. Finally, the numbers show that these five electronic databases must suggest the
most related and reliable projects. Yet, selecting all main performing projects has not been confirmed.
Probably some effective projects were omitted throughout the processes in Section 3. Different from the
conclusion, changing from the search string to the information extraction exists, and the authors tried to
exclude this by satisfying the source in central projects.
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Practical implications – The results of this survey will be valuable for academicians, and it can provide
visions into future research areas in this domain. Moreover, the disadvantages and advantages of the above
systems have been studied, and their key issues have been emphasized to develop a more effective task
scheduling mechanisms in the FCmechanisms.
Originality/value – It is useful to show the authors the state-of-the-art in the fog task scheduling area. The
consequences of this project make researchers provide a more effective task planning approach in fog
settings.

Keywords Fog computing, Scheduling, Task, Systematic, Review

Paper type Literature review

1. Introduction
Nowadays, world Cloud Computing (CC) has fastened the implementation of sources,
business programs and the exchange of information systems by the internet in educational
settings and industry (Buyya et al., 2010; Dikaiakos et al., 2009). CC refers to technologies,
making use of the sense of virtualization, source allocation, bandwidth implementation,
allocated calculation, balancing of load, Web computation, networking and software to
supply active measurability for various divisions of information and programs (de Carvalho
et al., 2017). A new calculation pattern called “fog computing” (FC) is used to protect the
calculation need of real-time latency-sensitive programs of hugely geo-distributed internet of
things (IoT) systems/sensors (Mahmud and Buyya, 2016). FC, reserve, handling and
networking are used to divide these services between final consumers along the cloud-to-
things continuum (Chiang and Zhang, 2016). Bringing the cloud services to the network
edge determines the FC platform, which is a hopeful way to prove and develop old
embedded systems (Zeng et al., 2016). We also consider it an exciting approach to the
problem of information processing in the IoT (Dastjerdi et al., 2016). This solution supports
various programs such as ones in IoT, fifth-generation (5G) wireless techniques and
embedded artificial intelligence (Chiang and Zhang, 2016). FC is useful for decreasing
transmission latency and prices for cloud sources, while CC only is helpful to meet the
growing needs of extensive compute-intensive offloading programs (Pham et al., 2017). Low
latency and place awareness, large geographical allocation, mobility, numerous nodes, pre-
dominant role of wireless availability, a strong presence of flowing, real-time programs and
dissimilarity are among themain characteristics of fog (Peter, 2015).

In different settings, in spite of many efforts, affair planning is also considered as an
important problem (Kołodziej and Xhafa, 2012). With the explosive growth of internet-
connected devices, CC has been unable to meet some requirements such as emergency
response, health monitoring and so on. that needs down postponement. Thus, FC appears
(Kui-kui et al., 2018). However, in this respect, it is difficult to plan the affairs between
various FGs to reach the least affair, which makes plan and relation prices (Liu et al., 2017).
So, we suggested new management and operational tasks support fog services such as work
planning (Bitam et al., 2017). An important matter of influencing system operation is called
resource management. Calculation sources tolerate high agencies in fog’s extensive coverage
districts because there are complicated distribution and high mobility of fog systems (Hoang
and Dang, 2017). Affair planning issue is considered as one of the main stages in the
utilization of FC setting abilities. The scheduling of tasks means to devote the task to
resources in an efficient way. It is an nondeterministic polynomial-hard optimization issue
(Gerkey and Matari�c (2004); therefore, we use a lot of meta-heuristic techniques to solve it.
We consider the affair-planning issue as the finding or looking for a suitable mapping/
assignment of a group of subtasks of various tasks than the accessible group of sources
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(processors/computer machines). This method is considered as an important way to develop
the flexibility and reliability of systems in fog. We can say that the main cause behind
planning the affairs to the resources is according to the special time limit, which contains
understanding a complete and suitable continuum in which different affairs can be
implemented to have the best result to the user (Gerkey andMatari�c, 2004).

1.1 Motivation research
In this section, we refer to researched articles that there are in the various fields of FC to
determine the requirements for studying the task scheduling mechanisms in FC. One of the
significant surveys in FC has been introduced by Perera et al. (2017). Besides, the authors
have reviewed available strategies that have been suggested to investigate the unknown
issues of the fog-calculation continuum. Also, many inspiring implemented subject
scenarios of FC are described, and 10 key specifications and popular features of FC are
identified. Furthermore, they compare more than 30 available research endeavors in this
domain. However, this survey is not systematic. In addition, the process of selecting articles
is not clear; also, new papers have not been considered. In addition, future works and open
issues are not included in this study. Together, Sharma and Rani (2019) have reviewed an
FC that is presented in this paper, which includes features, advantages, limitations, threats
and comparisons of the different scheduling algorithms. Also, the method of scheduling and
various scheduling algorithms have been reviewed. It is concluded that to evaluate a
scheduling algorithm, locating it in the operating system is required. An accurate working
ability of algorithm could be considered in real-time systems. In their research, resource
scheduling is done using a gang scheduler. However, this survey is not systematic. In
addition, the process of selecting articles is not clear; together, the classification of articles,
future works and open issues are not included in this study. According to the given papers
in this part, various models of studies are implemented in FC subject and well-known affairs
such as planning, source allocation, load balancing and so on. Yet, there have been few
reviews on this topic and survey about fog based task scheduling. While systematic reviews
are very important for performing a sound study, these studies did not determine a complete
systematic project and analysis of the available task scheduling methods with the analysis
of their categorization future challenges and the main contribution that task scheduling
includes in the fog environment. So, in the remaining parts of this article, the given subjects
are analyzed and a new analysis article is provided. In this article, three questions in the next
section are mentioned to choose the most considerable research studies for review and then
determine the preference of affair planning programs, present difficulties and future
approaches in fog settings by responding to each of these questions.

1.2 Research contribution
However, as we know, in spite of the importance of affair planning in the fog settings, we
cannot see any extensive and complete systematic analysis of these approaches. So, the
purpose of this article is to study the available methods, which compares the dissimilarity
between given mechanisms. This method investigates various well-known task-scheduling
approaches and expresses the kinds of challenges that are mentioned. We categorized most
of the expressed task scheduling algorithms into heuristics and meta-heuristics or static and
dynamic categories. As we know, this article determines the first effort to systematically
examine the task scheduling approaches with special attention on FC. As a summary, we
can express the primary purposes of this article as below:

� Preparing an overview of the existing challenges in a bound of problem limits
related to FC considered as utilization of task scheduling;
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� Preparing a systematic summary of the current methods for task scheduling, and
the state of using FC in these methods;

� Studying the future difficulties for the FC and the contributions that task scheduling
can play; and

� Categorizing the main aspects, where future projects can develop the
implementation of task scheduling techniques in the FC.

1.3 Research organization
The remaining of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the project
methodology. Section 3 includes the affair-planning approaches in the FC, divides them and
provides the taxonomy and comparison of the selected approaches. Section 4 outlines some
confidence risks. Open problems are investigated in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is
expressed in Section 6.

2. Research methodology
This part investigates a comprehensive background study with the primary attention on
task scheduling techniques in fog. According to Cook et al. (1997), the systematic literature
reviews (SLR) and a traditional general review are different from each other in which
the SLR provides a scientific, transparent and reliable process. This method decreases the
systematic error and chance effects to review literature but increases the legitimacy of the
data analysis. The SLR is used in many fields such as medicine, engineering and social
science. To provide a comprehensive answer to the necessity of task scheduling in
calculation settings, three project problems need to be mentioned as the main subjects of
task scheduling in FC.

RQ1. Can you name the preference of task scheduling with the implementation
development of fog systems?

RQ2. Can you express the quantity available task scheduling strategies satisfy the
primary task scheduling metrics?

RQ3. Can you express the issues and ways that were determined according to task
scheduling for future works?

2.1 Article selection process
Searching based on the related keywords, selection using the name of the articles, and the
publication year according to popularity and confidence of the journals are three main steps
in choosing the articles for study.

In Stage 1, the relevant articles have been found through searching keywords such as
(“task scheduling”) OR (“scheduling”) AND (“fog computing”). Some filters are applied to
gain more relevant results. These filters are year and type of the paper (reviewed papers or
survey papers are filtered). The filtering decreases the number of results to an acceptable
number. In total, 371 articles are found via searching from magazines, assembly articles,
books, sections, notes and any papers in which these main words are stated.

Some criteria are included in Stage 2 to assure that only outstanding publications are
investigated in the study. Therefore, more focus is on the articles published by Elsevier,
Springer, Science Direct, Enterprise Information Systems, IEEE and ACM. Incidentally, the
low-quality conference articles, reports, editorial notes, book reviews, working papers and
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interpretative articles are omitted. The articles are selected according to their titles related to
the cloud intrusion detection systems and associated contents. The search was conducted
professionally until 2018. In total, 153 papers are selected through this strategy, as shown in
Figure 1. The number of published papers until 2018 are shown in Figure 2.

In Stage 3, the researchers study the whole lessons of the given papers to prove their
association. The subject, publication year and journal-level would be necessary for including
and excluding the articles. Three steps are required to filter the selected articles. After using
filters, 5 well-known publishers and papers are selected associated with FC, so we omit 40
papers. At last, we took and analyzed 15 papers. The article was chosen as follows:

� Publication in the FC area;
� The clear and exact expression of the suggested technique; and
� The development of some of the given parameters.

3. Classification and review of the selected articles
FC alters the allocated calculation with the help of the materials assigned to the network
edge. They can prepare less latency and reduce traffic jams in the network. However, it will
worsen source management and affair planning specifically in a decentralized ad hoc
network (Wang et al., 2018). We classified the selected articles into two groups (Figure 3).
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Task scheduling algorithms are according to the system accessibility of data about
resources’ classification as heuristic andmeta-heuristic.

3.1 Background from heuristic techniques
Heuristic techniques are used to find optimal or near-optimal solutions by using a sample
space of random solutions. The phrase heuristic contains the concept of finding ways among
all possible ones, but they do not assure that the best will be found. Therefore, we view them
as close and not exact algorithms. Wholly, a way similar to the best solution is the quick and
possible algorithm. The algorithms are often as correct that they find the best way, but the
algorithm is still considered heuristic until this best solution is proven the best (Cordeau
et al., 1997). The weak point of heuristic techniques is as below:

� They make a few different ways; and
� They stop at poor characteristics of internal optima, which is the case for repeating

development techniques.

3.1.1 Review of the heuristic techniques. In this section, the discussed heuristic mechanisms
are compared and summarized. In the background studies, there are few papers about
heuristic-based job scheduling in the FC; therefore, we consider journal papers and
conference papers in the FC environment.

Jingtao et al. (2015) have proposed a tree-based algorithm in which the fog servers, when
getting sources, at first make a tree to decrease the whole method weight like the price of
source finding with the help of this tree can be decreased. Then, a running perspective has
suggested displaying how the FC works and compares the old shortest method design with
the suggested one. The obtained result has demonstrated that the Steiner tree-based design
is more useful and impressive. Along with the proposed method, the cost has been reduced.
In addition, the proposed method has a high computation complexity.

Gu et al. (2015b) have proposed the content of FC-medical cyber-physical systems
(MCPS) with the help of including FC into MCPS to host the programs. They have studied a
second source management issue with secured quality-of-service (QoS) in FC-MCPS and
formulated the fee decreasing issue in the shape of mixed-integer nonlinear programming
(MINLP) along with the joint attention of connection base station assembly, computation
based station association, subcarrier allocation, virtual machine deployment and task
distribution. To manage the huge calculational difficulty of solving MINLP, they have
linearized it like a mixed-integer linear programming problem, which has been proposed a
least complicated two-phase linear programming (LP)-based heuristic algorithm and has
validated its high applicability by using widespread tests. However, it does not consider the
budget and deadline of tasks.

Zeng et al. (2016) have investigated an FC secured software-defined integrated system,
where affair photos exist in the storage server and the calculations done on either an
integrated system or a calculation server. Designing a useful affair planning method with
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the least affair completion time to increase the user experience is very important. So, we
have three issues in this article:

(1) the manner to adjust the workload on a client system and calculation servers, i.e.
affair planning;

(2) the placement of affair photos on storage servers, i.e. source management; and
(3) the balance of the input/output stop desires between the storage servers commonly

planned as a MINLP issue.

To deal with its high calculation complexity, a calculation-efficient option is suggested
according to this basis and proves with the help of widespread simulation-based papers.
This approach has some advantages such as high efficiency, low latency and low-
complexity. However, the issues of memorymanagement are not considered.

Pham and Huh (2016) have presented a task scheduling in a cloud-FC system that is the
integration of FGs possessed by a fogging agent and cloud nodes borrowed from cloud
providers. In this article, the task-scheduling mechanism in a cloud-FC system has been
suggested, where a fog provider uses the cooperation between nodes of fog and the
borrowed cloud nodes for useful implementation of users’ extensive offloading programs.
The authors first determine the affair planning issue in such cloud-fog setting and then offer
a heuristic-based algorithm, whose primary goal is to gain the balance among the makespan
and the prices of cloud sources. The results have displayed that the suggested algorithm
received best-exchanging quality than other available algorithms. This algorithm not only
secures the action of program implementation applying but also decreases mandatory prices
for the implementation of cloud sources. The given planning algorithm is not studying
extreme limits such as fog provider’s budget and the time limit of workflow efficiency.

Verma et al. (2016) have proposed a real time efficient scheduling (RTES) load balancing
algorithm and its implementation in the CloudSim device in the FC. The major purpose of
RTES is to effectively adjust the load with the help of the existent bandwidth, performing
the factual affairs before satisfying their deadline, and they answer exactly to the clients in
less time, and they apply the fog layer. In this research, throughput and usage are extended,
and difficulty and using time are reduced; but this algorithm does not consider QoS factors
such as security.

Cardellini et al. (2017) have proposed a divided cost-conscious planner for data stream
processing (DSP) applications based on the storm, which can operate in a distributed FC
environment. In this work, some components, namely, a worker monitor, an adaptive
scheduler and a QoS monitor, are introduced. The obtained result has demonstrated that the
divided cost-conscious planner outperforms the central default one, by developing the
program applicability and improving the system with runtime conformation capabilities.
However, fog topologies cause some fluctuation that can decline the DSP application’s
accessibility.

Zhang et al. (2018) have developed a common analytical pattern of the affair planning
among voluntary nodes (VNs) in fog nodes (FNs), where the VNs voluntarily show their
abilities to perform their terminal nodes (TNs). We offered an efficient delay-optimal task
scheduling (DOTS) algorithm to solve the delay-DOTS problem and proposed a numerical
result from extensive simulations and expressed that the DOTS algorithm can reach the
optimal offloading solution to decrease the general affair processing delay. Additionally, in
comparison with the command-mode offloading, the voluntary-mode obtains more balanced
offloading and a larger fairness stage among the FNs. So, except for the advantage of
decreasing task-processing delay, the suitable quantity and allocation bound of the FNs in
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the fog group also contribute to a higher fairness level among the FNs during the offloading
activities for TN affairs.

Liu et al. (2018) have prepared diffractive stable task scheduling (DATS) in
heterogeneous FNs. A new content, which is called processing efficiency (PE) has been
included to incorporate calculation sources and relationship abilities. Further, they
suggested a calculable, fixed and decentralized algorithm to decrease activities delay in
dissimilar FNs, called DATS that has two main elements as follows:

(1) a PE-based progressive computing resources competition; and
(2) a quality of experience-oriented synchronized task scheduling.

Theoretical reasons and simulation results determine that the given DATS algorithm can
obtain suitable exchange among calculation sources and relationship abilities, so decrease
mainly service delay in dissimilar FNs. However, they have not investigated the
consideration of the energy usage when we make the essential characteristics to tackle with
the energy-latency exchange issue in dissimilar FNs.

A decentralized immune scheduler network-based method has been proposed by Wang
et al. (2018) to perform the affairs in a supplemental network for FC. This technique has the
prominence of 8 wireless communications and mobile calculation the security approach to
planner affairs in a decentralized solution in an ad hoc network for FC. With the help of
forwarding dispersion and backward dispersion in the ad hoc network, the strength of
divided planners are implemented to build the suitable approaches to tackle with calculating
nodes overloaded and obtain the proper affair to over the required time. The test results
have shown that this method can beat similar approaches. A simulation test was performed
to compare the offered method with other techniques. The result has shown that this method
obtains less over time and fewer repeats. We can see that this method is more suitable than
similar approaches in more complicated programs.

Islam and Hashem (2018) have centrally prepared real-time applications for delicate
latency programs from the fog layer instead of the cloud layer. Additionally, affair planning
and load adjusting into fog edge calculation node, therefore, a Ford–Fulkerson algorithm
was applied for load adjustment in the FC node network. They expressed that from
internally selected fog intermediate calculation storage, at last, the information store in the
permanent cloud. Then, they also queue-based task scheduling affair done. On the other
hand, in this offered approach, real-time activities prepare methods, also offered an
algorithm for affair planning for controlling vital information. They provided a continuum
design to handle the stream of information and calculation complication of information.
They can show the problem node a d calculation node by using hierarchical design. Yet,
they do not analyze information safety.

3.1.2 Summary of the heuristic task scheduling mechanisms. In the prior section, we
explained available heuristic approaches for affair planning in the fog. This investigation
prepares important characteristics of heuristic task scheduling mechanisms. With these
approaches, the performance is increased according to latency improvements. Also, the
success of task execution has been maximized. Furthermore, the efficiency of fog would be
guaranteed. Table I shows a small detail of the existent heuristic task scheduling
mechanism and their major properties.

3.2 Background from meta-heuristic
Meta-heuristic techniques also make use of random solution space for scheduling the tasks.
A meta-heuristic is a group of algorithmic contents that can be used to show heuristic
techniques, which are suitable to an extensive group of different problems that are
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considered as a common target heuristic technique for the hopeful area of the analysis such
as qualified ways. A meta-heuristic is a common algorithmic basis used for various
optimization issues with moderately a few alterations to adapt them to a specific issue. The
main difference between heuristic and meta-heuristic is that the heuristic methods are
problem special while meta-heuristic methods are problem independent (Xhafa and
Abraham, 2010).

Table I.
Summary of existent

heuristic task
scheduling

mechanism and their
major properties

Authors Method Environment Main feature

Gu et al.
(2015a)

LP-based two-phase
heuristic algorithm

FC High cost-efficiency
low-complexity
Low latency
Low cost
Low makespan
Without considering the budget and
deadline of tasks

Jingtao et al.
(2015)

Based on Steiner tree FC Improving efficiency
Low cost
High performance
High computation complexity

Zeng et al.
(2016)

Three-stage task
completion time
minimization algorithm

FC High efficiency
low-complexity
Low latency
Without considering the memory
management

Pham and
Huh (2016)

Collaboration between
FGs and the cloud nodes

FC Low makespan
Improving performance
Low cost
Without considering the budget and
deadline

Verma et al.
(2016)

Using a three-layer
architecture

FC High throughput
High utilization
Less complexity
Less execution time
Low latency
Without including QoS factors such as
security

Cardellini
et al. (2017)

Adoptive aware scheduler FC Improving network latency
Improving performance
Without suitable for complex FC topology

Zhang et al.
(2018)

Efficient DOTS algorithm FC Low task processing delay
High fairness level

Liu et al.
(2018)

DATS algorithm FC Low service delay
Providing a scalable, stable and
decentralized algorithm
Not investigating how to take energy
consumption

Wang et al.
(2018)

A decentralized immune
scheduler network-based
method

FC Reducing the optimal task finishing time
Lower finish time
A smaller number of iterations

Islam and
Hashem
(2018)

Ford–Fulkerson
algorithm and priority-
based queue

FC Low latency
Low security
Big data storage and processing
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3.2.1 Review of the heuristic techniques. In the articles, some research studies have been
performed on meta-heuristic work planning in the FC, therefore, we consider the FC
environment and CC environment.

Bitam et al. (2017) have proposed a modern bio-inspired optimized method named bees
life algorithm (BLA). Its purpose is considering the work planning issue in the FC set. The
technique is organized based on the optimal allocation of a group of affairs among the whole
fog-calculation nodes. The purpose is to determine a suitable exchange among processor
performance time and divided memory needed by FC services established by mobile users.
Performance evaluation results displayed that the offered method outperforms the
traditional particle swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm in terms of processor
performance time and allocated memory.

Yang et al. (2018) have proposed an energy-effective FC basis in the similar FNs with
several close helper nodes that exchange their calculation sources. Moreover, the continuum
exchanging with busy nodes by opportunistic continuum availability is given. They have
formulated the optimization issue such as several nodes divided programming. Then, they
offered a less complicated solution to deal with the issue problem efficiently; they have
presented a low-complexity maximal energy-efficient task scheduling (MEETS) algorithm
to find an effective way. At last, a common time source and alteration design for each
determined affair planning pairing to increase the energy efficiency (EE) of the similar FNs.
It was shown by the simulation results that the offered planning method MEETS gains
suitable action than the old approach in EE with several system parameters. Moreover, it
was determined by the simulation results that both the continuum availability possibility
and the existing continuum bandwidth have a strong effect on the system action according
to the energy-efficient planning method. However, this method not pay attention to more
normal subjects that volunteer affair nodes might have offloading activities in the dissimilar
FNswith the offered basis.

A new fog calculation with FNs placed at the to cope with the requirement for network
edge is presented to comply with ultra-low processing delay in future 5G and IoT programs
and also to support neighboring affair offloading. For this aim, Zhang et al. (2018) have
studied the effective offloading for delay-sensitive affairs in a fog-enabled IoT network. An
algorithm called delay-minimized task offloading (DMTO) has presented suitable subtask
sizes and the TNs deliver strength. Numerical results gained from extended simulations
prove that the given DMTO algorithm can access a suitable offloading way to reduce the
general affair processing delay.

In FC, the manner of effectively design the calculation affairs in several heterogeneous
FNs to increase the state of service, such as low latency and energy consumption, seen as a
central problem. Therefore, Liu et al. (2018) have investigated this affair planning issue in
normal multiuser multi-FN heterogeneous FNs. They have shown that such an issue is able
to be designed as a general hybrid optimization issue with several aims. Then, they have
studied this problem using the cross-entropy (CE) approach by relating it with a rare clear
analysis issue and suggested a coherent and effective CE based task-scheduling algorithm.
Simulation results have demonstrated that the given CE based algorithm could gain sub-
suitable action in a quick manner, which much outperforms other baseline ways.

Kui-kui et al. (2018) have proposed a fog-computing task scheduling strategy based on
improved genetic algorithm (IGA). They have introduced an IGA. The algorithm introduces
the fitness judgment into the parental mutation operation, which overcomes the blindness of
simple genetic algorithm (SGA) in mutation operation. The response time restriction in the
service level objective (SLO) has been considered when the IGA is used to schedule tasks
(FOG-SLO-IGA). The experimental results have shown that when scheduling user tasks
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have been under the FC architecture, FOG-SLO-IGA has been superior to the scheduling,
which uses IGA under CC architecture in latency, SLO violation rate and service provider’s
cost. Furthermore, the IGA algorithm has been superior to the traditional SGA algorithm
and the round robin scheduling algorithm in the execution of the tasks under the FC
architecture.

3.2.2 Summary of the Meta-heuristic task scheduling mechanisms. Meta-heuristic
mechanisms further reduce execution time and allocated memory. In the prior section, we
explained available meta-heuristic mechanisms for task scheduling in the fog and cloud.
The discussions provide significant specifications about meta-heuristic task scheduling
mechanisms. With these mechanisms system, performance and makespan improved.
Furthermore, the cost would be guaranteed. Table II provides a summary of the existent
meta-heuristic task scheduling mechanism and its significant properties.

3.3 Task scheduling metrics
Fog performance has been evaluated by several performance metrics. The most commonly
used performance metrics are:

� Resource utilization: resource utilization is determined as the number of used
resources in executing tasks (Chandak et al., 2011);

� Response time: the response time of a task is the time interval among this task that
is achieved into the system until it is completed (Chandak et al., 2011);

� Applicability: the ratio of the approach to the whole price and time considered
(Chandak et al., 2011);

� Price: the payments of a given totality of money to suggest the performance, which
is required to do in the fogs (Chandak et al., 2011);

� Makespan: makespan is used to approximate the largest part of completion time by
analyzing the overtime of the recent affair when all affairs are planned (Costa et al.,
2017);

Table II.
Summary of existent
meta-heuristic-based

task scheduling
mechanism and their

major properties

Authors Method Environment Main feature

Bitam et al.
(2017)

Based on BLA FC Reducing the processor execution time
Reducing the allocated memory
High reliability
Low latency
Without considering the bandwidth
Without considering the dynamic job

Yang et al.
(2018)

MEETS algorithm FC Low-complexity
High performance
Maximizing the EE of the homogeneous
FNs

Zhang et al.
(2018)

DMTO algorithm FC Low latency
High quality
High power

Liu et al.
(2018)

CE based task-scheduling
algorithm

FC Achieving near-optimal performance in a
fast manner
Unified and efficient

Kui-kui et al.
(2018)

Genetic algorithm FC Low cost
Low response time
Low latency
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� The result: considers some affairs acted out efficiently (Costa et al., 2017);
� Action: it shows the efficiency of the system after using load balancing. If the whole

mentioned parameters are fulfilled suitably, then it will extremely develop the action
of the system (Ji et al., 2015); and

� Success task execution: success task execution means the task is executed within its
deadline (Shih et al., 2017).

4. Discussion
A brief investigation of the task scheduling methods and their central characteristics are
shown in Table III, in which the tick mark shows that the researchers investigate the
intended criteria, and cross mark shows that the researchers do not consider it in their
papers. This part prepares a comparative study of different task scheduling methods in FC,
as shown in Table III. Then, a complete survey of the chosen methods determines that the
features of the heuristic methods act suitably in this prospect. The heuristic algorithms paid
more attention to latency. Performance, cost, and latency are in the center of attention based
on these results. Reducing cost and latency are the goals of task scheduling. However, it is
not necessary to straightforward pay attention to decreasing cost and latency. The authors
must consider price and latency criteria while showing another criterion.

Finally, Table IV determines the brief details of the essential benefits and weak points of
nine offered sets. It expresses that the heuristic-based methods have some advantages such
as low latency, low-complexity, high performance and successful task execution in
comparison with other methods.

5. Open issues and future works
This part presents main task scheduling methods not being totally and completely
discussed in FC yet as review flows in the future. Focusing on the basic action criteria of
task scheduling and program improvement of these criteria during the time is an integral
part to choose practically based on source reallocating/releasing. According to these
subjects, it must express that focusing on the action of any complicated calculation system
such as fog is difficult. The first cause is that fog systems arisen from computer operating
systems do not guarantee proposal the real-time features of some applications. The Second
and more important matter is overseeing and handling the action of applications; they must
guide us to a basic theory in manufacturing operational devices.

In addition, by studying the discussed manner of the art methods, it has been considered
that any independent approach considers all problems contained in task scheduling. For
instance, several mechanisms an analyzed makespan and efficiency while some people
wholly forget these subjects. Also, many studied approaches have been used with the help of
simulation to analyze the suggested approaches and some others did not evaluate it
experimentally. In the future, the usage of a dynamic work planning method studying the
presence of new desires while the other desires are being performed for the FC setting is
very interesting. Furthermore studying another dynamic feature of work planning when the
fog servers are mobile is an applying direction for future work. In addition, the optimization
of the network bandwidth was analyzed because this criterion can develop the whole end-to-
end processing action of the basic fog infrastructure is very interesting. Finally, usage of
some metaheuristic algorithms such as PSO (Ghadimi et al., 2014; Ghadimi et al., 2013;
Manafi et al., 2013) and shark optimization algorithm (Abedinia et al., 2018; Ghadimi et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2017) can be tested in fog scheduling domain in the future.
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6. Conclusion and limitations
Recently, steady improvements in IoT cause large quantities of information, which
complicates the cloud calculation’s basis. FC guarantees the advantages of CC and
strategically consider many internal and action subjects because its resources and
special services are virtualized and placed at the edge of the customer premises. In this
article, the past and the real methods of affair planning in the fog settings. First, the FC
was discussed and then the task scheduling and the problem of fog-based task
scheduling were expressed. Then, we described the research methodology and studied
fog-based task scheduling techniques in two main categories containing heuristic and
meta-heuristic strategies. For either case, some pervious and present methods were
analyzed and described. The benefits and weak points of the important approaches of
each group were discussed. The problems of these approaches are considered so that
more effective affair planning strategies are prepared in the future. The whole data
collected in this paper.

It is useful to show the state-of-the-art in the fog task scheduling area. Mainly, the
replies to the project problem analyzed task scheduling are principal aim, present
problems, project terminologies, methods and approaches in the fog settings. We want
the results of this project to cause authors to prepare a more effective task planning
approach in the fog settings.

We tried to design his systematic discussion as exactly as possible. However, it
might have still endured various confidence risks. So, future attempts, to define or
directly using the discussed or results in this systematic analysis must pay attention to
these restrictions. Firstly, the usage of the affair scheduling in fog settings are
contained in many places such as editorial notes, academic publications, technical
writings and Web pages and so on. The articles are published in national magazines
were omitted. Also, the papers with the purpose of a special task scheduling issue,
which probably considers another subject rather than an affair planning issue are
omitted. So, in the competence of this study, this systematic analysis must be
considered studies published in the central international FC journals. Second, the given
issues might not have considered the general task scheduling area, which points to the
possibility of describing more related questions that could be described. Third,
research and publication bias: five confident electronic databases were chosen based on
past study experiments. Factually, the numbers show that these five electronic
databases must suggest the most related and reliable projects. Yet, selecting all main
performing projects is not to be confirmed. Probably some effective projects were
omitted throughout the processes in Section 3. Different conclusion, changing from the
search string to the information extraction exists and, we tried to exclude this by
satisfying the source in central projects.

Table IV.
An investigation of
the benefits and
weak points of given
sets

Categories Advantages Weakness

Heuristic-based High performance
Low latency
High success task execution
Low-complexity

Without considering budget and deadline of tasks

Meta-heuristic-based High performance
Low makespan

High-complexity

K
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